Year 4 Tasks (Week 3 - Week beginning Monday 15\textsuperscript{th} June 2020)

Included in this pack also is a work pack from classroom secrets. This is additional work, which you may wish to do (except the literacy which is required as part of this week’s pack.)

**Literacy:**
1. Look at the literacy task sheet 1. Read the example of a holiday brochure and identify the features needed. Write your own holiday advertisement for a place of your choice. For example London or somewhere you have been on holiday. Use the persuasive word bank.
2. Complete the tasks in the Classroom Secrets Home learning pack.

Handwriting sheets are provided for those who wish to practise their joined handwriting.

**Reading:**
Complete the reading assessment. There is a selection of texts to read and answer questions on. Once completed, answers are provided in the pack so you may check to see how well you have done.

**Topic: Our World**
1. Choose a country from anywhere in the world and create a poster to inform others about that country. Use diagrams and interesting facts (such as national dishes, traditional music and clothes, famous landmarks) to make your poster interesting.
Here is just one example of how you could set this out:
Choose whichever layout you wish!

**Science:**
We have completed all our science units; Living things and their habitat, electricity, sound, states of matter and animals including humans (digestive system, food chains etc.). Which unit is your favourite? What did you enjoy the most? Can you create a poster called Year 4 Science and include facts about each unit. Draw pictures and email it to your teacher.

**Spanish:**
Continue your work with LanguageNut. Some of you may be on different units but it is far better to cement your understanding and work slowly rather than rushing ahead.

**Maths:**
1. Analogue to Digital 12-hour sheet
2. Analogue to Digital 24-hour sheet
3. Converting Time sheet

Helpful video lessons can be found here:

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-4/

**RE:**
Read the lesson presentation on Rabbi Jonathan Sacks. What are his core beliefs? Complete the RE activity sheet on respecting religious differences.

**DT/Art:**
Andy Warhol was an American artist, famous for his bright artwork of famous people. Look through the Andy Warhol PowerPoint presentation. Can you create your own Andy Warhol inspired art? Remember: bright colours and repeat images!

**PSHE:**
Do your emotions (happiness, anger, sadness...) control you or do you control them? Talk about this with an adult in your home. Can you think of any examples. Present this as a comic strip, picture or a poster.

**PE:**
Continue to exercise daily. Remember you need to make sure you exercise for at least 2-3 hours a week. Joe Wicks runs a PE session Monday-Friday. Join him on YouTube. Here are some links you can follow:
- BBC PE – https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zj6pyrd
- Go Noodle – https://www.gonoodle.com/
- BBC Super Movers –http://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers
- Just Dance – https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=just+dance+playlist
- Cosmic Yoga – https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=cosmic+yoga+playlist